7200 Power SCRUBBER SPECIFICATIONS

PROPELLING SYSTEM
Transport speed (variable to)
Scrubbing speed (variable to)
Battery power (propelling motor)
Transport gradeability (empty)
Scrubbing gradeability

6 mph
3.5 mph
1.5 hp
11 deg/19.4%
4 deg/7%

9.6 km/h
5.6 km/h
1.1 kW

Minimum Aisle Turn

6 ft 10 in.

2080 mm

7200

DIMENSIONS:

Power Scrubber

SCRUBBING SYSTEM
Cleaning path
36 in.
900 mm
Solution tank capacity
35 gal.
130 L
Recovery tank capacity
55 gal.
210 L
Brush - cylindrical system (2 brushes)
Length
36 in.
900 mm
Diameter
6 in.
150 mm
Speed
750 rpm
Brush motor (2)
.75 hp
.56 kW
Brush - disc system (2 brushes)
Diameter
18 in.
455 mm
Speed
320 rpm
Brush motor (2)
.75 hp
.56 kW
Vacuum fan speed
14,000 rpm
Vacuum fan
.8 hp
.6 kW
TENNANT VALUE ADDED EQUIPMENT INCLUDES:
On-board diagnostics, sliding seat, corrosion resistant tanks
and shroud, cup holder, vacuum fan in-line air filter,
use and care guide, head and tail lights, one-button operation
TO CUSTOMIZE, HERE ARE YOUR OPTIONS:
Audio backup alarm, dual vacuum fans, non-marking rear tire,
multiple battery packages, positive drain control, overhead guard,
pre-sweep attachment (disc or cylindrical brushes), right-hand side
brush (for cylindrical pre-sweep attachment), power wand,
suspension seat, side bumper rollers, ES ™ (extended
scrubbing), roll-out battery system, and tight aisle scrub head kit

Choose the cylindrical scrub brush head
for floors with occasional debris, or for
tile surfaces. It simultaneously scrubs
and picks up small debris.

Choose disc brushes or pad drivers
for smooth floors without debris.
Adjustable down-pressure allows
two high-speed discs to dislodge
stubborn grime or clean lightly
over sensitive surfaces.

ISO 9001 Certified (Specifications subject to change without notice)
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7200 Big Performance, Small Size

Power Scrubber

Operator Compartment
The Model 7200 battery power scrubber is

Impressive maneuverability:

all about high productivity from a compact,

The 7200 U-turns in aisle widths less than

maneuverable machine. Choose from either

7 feet (2150 mm).

In-Line Vacuum Filter

Roomy operator compartment offers
one-button scrubbing, low-effort steering and easy-to-understand displays.

Oversized, in-line vacuum filter
cartridge keeps dust, lint and foam
from damaging fan motors.

disc or cylindrical scrubbing systems, a variety

Roll-out battery package
extends run-time and is
easily changed in less
than 5 minutes.

of battery packages and much more to tailor

Productivity–Enhancing Options

the 7200 to meet your exact requirements.

The off-aisle power wand cleans corners

This rider scrubber’s fast cleaning speed, ease

and other hard-to-reach spaces. An OSHA-

of use and impressive capacity offers up to

approved overhead guard protects the

twice the productivity of standard walk-

operator and the machine. And a positive

behind scrubbers.*

drain control makes cleaning out much easier.

Get Floors Clean, Dry, Spotless

Get more work done with the optional

The 7200 scrubber lays down solution and

ES™ Extended Scrubbing Feature. The ES™

aggressively cleans tile, terrazzo or smooth

feature saves you

concrete floors. Brush pressure is maintained

time and improves

electronically, even on irregular surfaces.

your productivity.

And a powerful vacuum and squeegee system

What’s more, you

gives superior water pickup on smooth

can clean up to 3

surfaces, over cracks or around sharp turns.

hours without inter-

Parabolic Squeegee
Parabolic Smart Release™ squeegee is
plug resistant and provides excellent
solution recovery.

ruption. ES™ uses

Off-aisle power wand
cleans hard-to-reach
spaces.

Benefits Make for Global Appeal

less solution and

High productivity: Operators prefer to ride

less water, effec-

than walk, and thus will be more productive

tively eliminating down time spent emptying

and less fatigued using the 7200.

and refilling solution and recovery tanks.

Simplified cleaning: One-button scrubbing

Optional Sweeper Attachment

and simple controls mean almost anyone can

Reduce cleaning time even more by sweeping

operate the 7200.

and scrubbing in one operation. A great way

No-Tool Changes
No-tool brush and squeegee
changes mean more time scrubbing,
less time maintaining.

Cylindrical Scrub Head
Cylindrical brushes pick up occasional debris to eliminate the need
for sweeping before scrubbing.

to improve productivity, the sweeper attachment effectively rids surfaces of dust and
debris as the surface is being scrubbed.
This option can be ordered on both disc
or cylindrical brush models.

The optional sweeper
attachment allows the
7200 to sweep and scrub
in one pass.

The 7200 can do twice the work of a standard
walk-behind in the same amount of time and
maneuver in many of the same tight spaces.*

*Ask for a detailed comparison of the 7200 to standard 32" walk-behind units.

Perfect for reaching into the grout lines of
tile floors.

Ergonomically-designed for optimum
operator comfort and usage.

Ideal for speed cleaning in environments
with tight spaces and narrow aisles.
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